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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

where tc is the time during which the canister has cooled down at surface, and ton the time since it has
been placed in the geological dJsposai.

Table 3. 5. Stored power per unit surface for the HLW disposal considering three cooling tfmes and a
canister density equal to 1 canister/450 m2.

Cooling time tc [y] 50 75 100

Stored power per single exponential 1.0822 0.5942 0.3263

surface unit [W-m"z] triple exponential 1.0466 0.6031 0.3594

tc = 50 y, single exponential

I--z = 0.25 m

tc = 50 y, ~ple exponential

tGD [Yl ted

a) b)
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Figure 3.4. Influence of the heat generatfon term (decreasing single or triple exponential) and of the

cooling t~me (tc) on the temperature variation at several height (z) above repositoJy for a
conj’igurat~on 30 x 30 m, i.e. 1 canister/450 m-~ (]-D analytical solution).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

Figure 3.5. Details of the lower part of the grid: non-uniform spatial d~stribution

of zones aro,~nd the heat source (configuration 30 m x 30 m). w~th a
magnification around the surface heat source (red area).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

tc = 50 y, single exponential
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Figure 3. 6 AT at different height (z) above the repository (heat genera~on term =decreasing single
exponen~al) for tc =50 y with a 30 x 30 m configuration (1 canister / 450 m’~), and at two locations:

Fig. a gives a profile above the opposite point of the canister, Figs. b-c a profile above the canister
(only the temperature scale changes between Fig. b and Fig. c).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

tc = 50 y, triple exponential
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Figure 3. Z AT at different height (z) above the repository (heat generation term =decreasing triple
exponential) for tc=50 y with a 30 x 30 m configuration (1 canister / 450 m-’), and at two locations:

Fig. a gives a profile above the opposite point of the canister, Figs. b-c a profile above the canister
(only the temperature scale changes between Fig. b and Fig. e).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility
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Figure 3.8. AT at different height (z) above the repository (heat generation term=decreasing triple
exponential) for tc= 75 y with a 30 x 30 m configuration (1 canister/450 m-~), and at two locations:

Fig. a gives a profile above the opposite point of the canister, Figs¯ b-c a profile above the canister
(only the temperature scale changes between Fig. b and Fig. c).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

tc = I00 y, triple exponential
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Figure 3. 9. AT at d~.fferent height (z) above the repository (heat generation term=decreasing triple
exponential) for tc=lOO y with a 30 x 30 m config~¢ration (1 canister/450 m"). and at two locations:

Fig. a gives a profile above the opposite point of the canister, Figs. b-c a profile above the canister
(only the temperature scale changes between Fig. b and Fig. c).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

3.2.8. Proposal of a repository configuration acceptable from a thermal point of view

The initial 30 m x 30 m configuration given in Figure 3.2b is built on:
- a spacing between secondary galleries s2 = 30 m,
- a spacing between disposal cells s3 = 30 m,
which results in an area of 450 m~" per canister.

Considering the triple exponential heat generation function (3.3), the minimum area required to store
one HLW canister is 271 m2 for tc = 50 y, 179 m~- for tc = 75 y and 141 m2 for tc = 100 y (see Table

3.8).
From these values, the initial configuration can be modified for tc = 50 y and for tc = 100 y to one of
the following options (or any combination with the same area/canister):
tc=50y --~ s~_= 30 m, s3= 18.1 m

--~ s2=50m, s~= 10.9m
to= 100y --~ s~ = 30 m, s3 = 9.4 m

--~ s~_ = 50 m, s~ =5.6 m
All these configurations fulfil the required criterion AT_< 4 K. However, they do not incorporate:
¯ a criterion for the maximum temperature on the canister/backfill. Such criterion would not modify

the main results given in Table 3.8, but they would bring additional constraints on the s2 and s3
values (low values of s_~ or s3 would certainly become unacceptable),

¯ real thermal properties of Boom clay at 500 m depth.

3.3. Selection of alternatives based on configuration and timing of disposal

The thermal simulations showed that an area of minimum 271 m2 is required per canister of high level

heat generating waste, if the cooling down time tc at the surface is 50 years. If the cooling down time
is 100 years, the minimum area is reduced to 141 m~. This information is used to select some
alternatives to the basic layout of TRUCK-I (50 m x 50 m). However, the distance between secondary
galleries was fixed at either 30 m, or 50 m, such that a barrier is created in the horizontal direction
between secondary galleries.

The 6 configurations that are compared in the next paragraphs are as follows (see Figures 3.10a-f):

1) basic layout: 50 m x 50 m (same as TRUCK-I, but with smaller and shorter tertiary galleries);

2) grid of 30 m x 30 m (alternative to TRUCK-I),

3) grid of 30 m x 18 m (t: = 50 years; 271 m~-/canister),

4) grid of 50 m x 11 m (to = 50 years; 271 m~-/canister),

5) grid of 30 m x 9.5 m (to = 100 years; 141 m2/canister),

6) ~id of 50 m x 5.5 m (to = 100 years; 141 m’~/canister).
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

a) Run I

b) Run 2

c) Run 3

Figure 3.1 l. Gallery excavate’on (1-D analytical solutron) using clay parameters from. a) the
TRUCK-H experimental programme, b) the Mol site (same as in TRUCK-I), c) the TRUCK-I1
experimental programme with the fi’ict~on value known at Mol.
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3. Optimisation of the design of the disposal facility

3. 4.2. Details about the three-dimensional models considered

Using the t~vo parameter sets given in the previous section (see Run 1 and Run 3 in Table 3 17), three-
dimensional hydromechamcal computations of the excavation of the secondary and tertiary galleries
have been carried out. As in the previous section, only the short-ten’n behaviour is analysed (undrained
analysis). Note that a study of time evolution has been carried out in TRUCK-I (Van de Steen and
Vervoort, 1998), and that its general conclusion should remain valid though they should be attenuated
here as the hydraulic conductivity is likely to be much lower than previously considered (value of 2-
4. l0-~- m/s instead of 10~° rrgs considered in TRUCK-I).

Geometry, initial conditions and boundary conditions

In this study, only the case with an infinite number of secondary galleries and disposal cells has been
studied as it represents the most pessimistic situation. Also, the lithostatic gradient for total stress and
pore pressure is not taken into account. Then, referring to the (O,x,y,z) Cartesian fi’ame depicted on
Figure 3.12b, this configuration exhibits the followmg symmetry planes:

¯ x=Oandx=s,J2

¯ y=0andy=s3/2

z=0

a) ¯ Secondary gallery b) ~’ ’
¯ Tertiary gallery (disposal cell)
I Boom clay

FigT~re 3.12. lnitfal 3-D model." a) the three domains (galleries and clay) with discret~sat~on, b)
reference frame, and geometry at the end of excavatfon.
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Appendix A - Dose rate calculations

Appendix A - Dose rate calculations

Assumptions

Clay and backfill

The vitrified waste is supposed to be buried in a mine excavated in the Boom-clay. This is a mineral
of the type of a 3-layered clay which can be represented as the typical mineral Phlogopite, an
alteration product of Mica, which has the general form KMg3(AISi3)O~0(OH)z + water. The specific
density is 2.0 g/cm3 and has a water content of 20 % by weight (Cadelli, 1988; Pannekoek and van
Straaten, 1984). To be conservative, the lightest version of Phlogopite has been chosen as the Mg can
be replaced by A1, Ti or Fe, depending on the origin of the mineral (higher Z- or atomic-number
means better shielding).

For the backfill, Bentonite (dried Phlogopite) has been considered having a specific density of
1.8 g/cm3 and no inter-layered water. The diameter of the backfill cylinder has been taken 75 cm, it is
oversized compared to the canister to reduce radiative streaming through the seams of the backfill.

Canister

The dimensions of a canister are: height = 135 cm, inner/outer diameter = 42.0/43.0 cm, bottom and
top wall thickness = 0.5 cm and it is made of stainless steel AISI 316 with density 7.85 g/cm3.

A canister will be filled to a level of 110 cm or with 150 litres of glass (80 % filling fraction). The

remaining volume is supposed to be atmospheric air.

Glass and radioactive source

The composition of the vitrified waste the content has been taken from from (Heijboer et al., 1988).
The composition of the glass frit has been specified by COGEMA. The amount of oxides of the
fission products, minor actinides and the remaining amount of the uranium- and plutonium content,
after reprocessing, has been calculated. It has been assumed that this amount is limited by the
molybdenum in the waste, that should not precipitate after the melt. The result was that the waste
from initially 1.33 ton heavy metal (triM) with a bum-up of 33 GWd/tHM can be stored in the glass
in one canister. The resulting glass has a specific density of 2.73 g/cm3.

Bum-up calculations have been performed with the ORIGEN-S code (Hermann and Westfall, 1981) to
calculate the content of fission products and actinides of LWR-fuel. It has been assumed that the fuel
was enriched to 3.3 % in ~-35U, and that the burn-up after unloading is 33 GWd/tHM. A representative

neutron spectrum for an LWR has been assumed. Three years after unloading from the reactor, the
fuel assemblies are assumed to be reprocessed. It has been assumed that after reprocessing, 0.5 % of
the actual uranium and plutonium content is left in the waste. This waste is vitrified in steel canisters
and stored for another 50 years in an interim storage, to "cool down".
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Appendix A - Dose rate calculations

Sand

The sand surrounding the canister, used to fill the gap between the canister and the oversized storage

hole, is supposed to be quartz sand and has been taken as pure SiO2 with a specific density of

1.60 ffcm~.

Concrete

A concrete liner supports the mine gallery. The thickness of this liner is assumed 50 cm, and the
composition is assumed equal to ordinary concrete (Portland, sand and gravel) with a density of
2.33 g/cm3.

200

0

-200

X

Vitrified waste in clay, dimensions in cm

B C D

Y=0.00

Figure A. 1. Configuration assumed for the dose rate calculation.

Dose rate calculations

For the configuration shown in Figure A.1, dose rates have been calculated for different points in the
gallery by means of the shielding code MARMER (Kloosterman, 1-990). Two sets of calculations have
been performed: one with a burial depth (length of backfill cylinder) of 3.5 meter and one for a depth
of 1.5 m, both with 4 points along the axis of the cylinders away from the gallery wall and 6 points
along the wall with distances from the axis.

The results are given in Table A.l.
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Appendix A - Dose rate calculations

Table A. 1. Dose rates in the gallery.
Dose point Distance on axis (cm) Dose rate in ~tSv/h at various depths
in Figure A.I Depth 3.5 m Depth 1.5 m
A 1.0 << 1 e-6 1.1 e-01
B 100 << ! e-6 4.9 e-02
C 200 << 1 e-6 2.6 e-02
D 400 << 1 e-6 1.2 e-02

Distance along wall (era)
E 50 << 1 e-6 1.0 e-02
F 100 << 1 e-6 4.8 e-04
G 150 << 1 e-6 1.6 e-05
H 200 << 1 e-6 4.8 e-07
I 250 << 1 e-6 1.0 e-08
J 300 << 1 e-6 2.2 e-10

For the depth of 1.5 m the main contribution is from the decay of 137C$ and its daughter ~37Ba. For the
depth of 3.5 m the dose rates calculated with MARMER are about 10-9 I.tSv/hr. At this very low dose

rate, "Bremsstrahlung" and capture gamma’s may give a significant contribution to the dose rate.
These types of radiation are not accounted for in the MARMER calculations. A separate analysis has
shown that the contribution from capture gamma’s (generated in the vicinity of the canister, from the
absorbed neutrons produced by the decay of some of the actinides) is negligible. The contribution to

the dose rate of the "Bremsstrahlung" (induced by the slowing down of [3-particles) increases with the
burial depth from about 1/10t~ at 1.5 m till it is about equal to the gamma dose rate as calculated with

MARMER at 3.5 m. The Bremsstrahlung is mainly caused by I~-particles originating from the decay
of 9Oy (daughter of 9°Sr).
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Appendix B - Mechanical analysis

To check whether the proposed disposal designs are viable, a screening mechanical analysis has been
performed, to determine the structural integrity of the disposal cell for given dimensions and
characteristics of all parts. The equations to determine the strength of a given construction are taken

from (Roark and Young, 1975).

¯ The thickness of the stainless steel lining of the disposal cell

Assumed is that the outside radius of the lining is 304.8 mm and the thickness of the wall is 25.4 mm.
The lithostatic pressure is estimated about 10 MPa.

This wall thickness should be sufficient to resist the pressure: the calculated safety factor to resist the

pressure (using Roark and Young, 1975) is 1.7; engineering practise requires a minimal safety factor
of 1.5.

The form of the pipe should be stable and must resist buckling. For the given wall thickness, radius
and length of the lining, the stability is only treathened for pressures larger than 36 MPa.

¯ The thickness of the lids on both sides of the lining

If the assumed thickness is 70 mm, the safety factor is 1.8. The thickness of the lids is larger than the
wall thickness of the lining, because of the flat shape of the lids. Special attention must be given to the
design of the weld between lid and lining.

¯ The connection of the stainless steel lining with the concrete lining of the gallery

It is possible to weld a ’collar’ on the lining that anchors the lining in the concrete lining of the
gallery, that is sufficiently strong.

¯ The strength of the lid (and connection) if the pressure inside the disposal cell increases in case of
water intrusion

It is anticipated that in case of water intrusion the internal pressure inside the disposal cell could
increase to 5 MPa. The lid that closes the disposal cell at the side of he gallery should resist the
pressure. If the lid is connected to the lining with 24 bolts M36 the safety factor is 1.88.

¯ The thickness of the overpack

The thickness of the overpack is assumed 30 mm. The calculated safety factor for external pressure of
10 MPa is 2.5. The form of the overpack is stable (against buckling) as long as the pressure is lower
than 134 MPa.

Reference

R.J. Roark, W.C. Young Formulas For Stress andStrain New York, McGraw-Hill, 1975.
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EoSo o~o c~ o.o. o~

oX~N~

z

Fig~tre C. 1. Model 30 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavatgon of the secondary gallery with

P, = 4 MPa: plastic state indicator.
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Appendix C - Hydromechanical computations

0

ZuJ

Figure C. 2. Model 30 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

P, = 4 M~a: pore pressure isovalues.
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q~q~q~q~q~.q~.q

Figure C.3. Model 30 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with
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Z

Figure C.4. Model 30 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

P, = 4 MPa: ~r= isovah~es.
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Figure C.5. Model 30 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with
P~ = 4 MPa." displacement magnin~de isovalues.
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Figt~re C 6 Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bot~nd) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with
P, = 4 MPa: plastic state indicator.
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Z

Figure C.Z Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

Pi = 4 MPa: pore pressure isovalues.
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z

Figure C.8. Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavatCon of the secondary gallery with

Pi = 4 MPa: cr~ tsovolues.
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Figure C.9. Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) aider the excavation of the secondary gallery with

P, = 4 MPa: or= isovolues.
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Figure C.IO. Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

Pi = 4 M~gal displacement magnit~tde isovalues.
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Figure C.11. Model 30 m x 18 m O~pper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

P, = 4 M~a: plastic state indicator.
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Z

Figure C.12. 3~[odel 30 m x 18 m (upper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with
P~ = 4 MT~a: pore pressure isovalz~es.
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z

Figure C.13. Model 30 m x 18 m Otpper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with
P, = 4 MPa. c~.~ isovalues.
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Figure C.14. Model 30 m x 18 m O~pper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

P, = 4 M~aa: or= isovalues.
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F~gure C.15. Model 30 m x 18 m (upper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with
P, = 4 A,LPa: displacement magnitude isovalues.
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Figure C.16. 3/lodel 50 m x 18 m (upper bound) q/~er the excavation qf the seconda~." galle~, with

P, = 4 MPa: plastic state indicator.
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oooooooo

z

Figure C.17. Model 50 m x 18 m (upper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

Pi = 4 MPa." pore pressure tsovalues.
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z

Fig~tre C.18. z~,todel 50 m x 18 m (~pper bound) after the excavation of the seconda~, galle~, w~th
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Figure C.19. lklodel 50 m x 18 m Otpper bound) after the excavation oJ’the secondam, galle~, with

Pi = 4 lklPa. or= isovalues.
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Z

Figto’e C.20. lPlodel 50 m x 18 m (hpper bozmd) qfter [he excavanon of the secondaO, galleo, with

Pi = 4 ~P[Pa. displacement magnitude isovohtes.
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z

Figure C.21 Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the e.rcavatzon qi" the secondaly gal/eo"

P~ = 4 MPa. and q/" the disposal cell without support plastic state indicator on planes located at

x=6m and y=O m.
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Figure C.22. Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation qf the secondary galle~ with
1~i = .l z~l~a, and of the disposal cell without support: pore pressure isovalues on planes located at

x=6m and y=O m.
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z

Figure C.23. Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation Qf ~.he secondam.’ gallem, tvtth

P, = 4 MPa. and ~/" the disposal cel! without support." ~r= tsovalues on planes located at x=6m and
y=O m.
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oooi _~ ooooooooooo-

~~

z

Figure C24. Model 50 m x 18 m (lower bound) after the excavation qf the seconda~, galle~T with
P, = 4 lt4Pa, and qf the disposal cell without support: displacement magninlde isovalues on planes
located at x=6m and y=O m.
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z

Figure C.25. ~Iodel 30 m x 18 m (upper bound) a!?er the ezcavatzon of the secondaO, gallery w~th

P, = 4 l~LPa, and ~/" the disposal cell without support: plasnc sra~e indicator on planes located at

x=6m and y=O m.
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~ oo=. °oo, =Ooooooo0oooo0ooo~

F~gure C.26. Model 30 m x 18 m Otpper bound) after the excavation of the secondary gallery with

Pi = 4 lt.lPa, and qf the disposal cell without support: pore pressure isovalues on planes located at
x=6m and y=O m.
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Z

Fig~re C.27. Model 30 m x 18 m (upper bound) a)qer the excavation of the secondary gallery with

Pi = 4 MPa. and ~/" the disposal cell witho~*t support: or= isovalues on planes located at x=6m and
y=O m.
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I ~9o0oo0ooooooo,,
moo+ i    +++ -- ® ooooooooooo~w    ,

0ooo
Z

Figure C28. ~4odel 30 m x 18 m h*pper bound) after the excavation of the secondary galle~ wtti~

P, = 4 MT°a, and ~f the d~sposal cell witho~t support: d~splocement maocatt~de isow~lues on planes
located at x=6m attd y--O m.
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E

ZuJ

Figure C29. ,.V[odel 50 m x 18 m O~pper bound) q/ter the excavation of the ~’econda~.’ galle~’ with
P= = 4 z9[Pa, and ~/" the disposal cell without supporr plastic state indicator on planes located o~

x:6m and y=O m.
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Figure C. 30, Model 50 m x 18 m (upper bound) after the exc~’arion of ~he secor~, galle~, with
Pi = 4 M~a, and qf ~he disposal cell without support: pore pressure isovalues on pianes located at
x=6m and y=O m.
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E+++

.~+++

Figt~re C.31. A,Iodel 50 m x 18 m (upper bound) a./ter the excavation of the secondary galleJy with
P, = 4 MPa. and of the disposal cell without support." ~r= tsovalues on planes located at x=6m and
y=O in.
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Appendix C - Hydromechanical computations

~Nooooooooooo~

ooog8oooo8o~

Figure C.32. Model 50 m x 18 m O~pper bound) q/ter ~he excavation q/’the secondaty gallery with
P, = 4 ~/l"Pa. and ~/" the disposal cell without s~pport: displacement magnintde isovalues on planes
located at x=6m and y=O m.
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Appendix D - Analytical solution for the function

Appendix D - Analytical solution for the function fe

The general solution for the thermal variation field AT(x’,t’)

AT(x’,t’) = T~ ¯ f~(x ’,t’;d’;oY) (3.15)

depends on T, (given by equation (3.16)) and on the function fo~(z’,t’;d’;oY). Here, only the final

expression for fo~(z’,t’;d’;o)’)is given; for the full derivation of fo~(z’,t’;d’;(o’), the reader is referred

to Giraud (1993).

Depending on the value of the I-D co-ordinates z, three cases are distinguished to compute the
function ro, t , a ¢,o ) :

(1) l<z’<d’
f~(z’,t’;d’;o~’) =-{f-r~(Z~ ’,t’;oY)-f-r~(z2",t’;oY)-fr~(Z3’,t’;to’)+ fxo,(z4",t’;o)’)}

(2) -l<z’<l

[f-r~o (z~ ’,t’;(o’) - f-r~(Z2 ’,t’;(o’) + f-to(z3 ",t’;~o’) + f-r~(Z,~ ’,t’;(o’)]
fo~(z’,t’;d’;o)’)=-~ 1 h -o,’,q                                 ~

l

(3) -oo_<z’<-I
f~ (z’,t’;d’; o}’) = -{f’r~(Z~ ’,t’; (o’) - fr~ (zz ’,t ’;t,.o’) + fa-~(z3 ’, t ’; (o’) - fx~ (z4’,t ’; (o’)}

(D.l)

This general solution (D. I) depends on the adimensional functions

(D.2)
Z3’=--I+z’                 Z4’=l+z’

and on a sum of the function fro,(z’,t’;~O’) computed for zs’, z2’, z~’, z4’ that is defined by

f-r~(Z’,t’;~’) = e -e-~’ Re u(z (D.3)

where the complex variable u(z) is defined by

u(z) = ~ + i (¢o’t’)1/~ (D.4)

In (D.3), the complementary error function erfc of the complex variable u(z) is evaluated from the
infinite serie approximation given in the Handbook of Mathematical Functions (Abramowitz and
S tegun, 1964), see formula 7.1.29 p.299

erf(x+iy)=erf(x)+~-~[l-2cos(2xy)+ sin(2xy)]+--e- E[f~(x,y)+ig,(x,y)] (D.5a)

with

fo (x, y) = 2x - 2x cosh(ny) cos(2xy) + n sinh(ny) sin(2xy)

g, (x,y) = 2xcosh(ny) sin(2xy) + nsinh(ny)cos(2xy)
(D.5b)
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Appendix D - Analytical solution for the function f~

The infinite serie in (D.5a) is evaluated numerically such that the error e(AT) on the temperature field
AT(x’,t’) verifies

[e(AT)l -<10-SK,                        (D.6)

which then require to evaluate each individual function fvo~(z’,t’;o)’) with an error e(fT~) such that

le(fxo)l _< (D.7)
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